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Is this answer helpful?

It is important so that weather can be predicted in advance. Just 
about everyone everyday is affected by weather, and often make 
decisions based on what the weather will be. There is a financial 
element to this as well, with most forms of commerce in some 
way affected.

www.answers.com/Q/Why_is_it_important_to_study_weather
Why is it important to study weather - Answers.com

Why is it important to study weather - Answers.com
www.answers.com › â€¦ › Atmospheric Sciences › Meteorology and Weather
It is important so that weather can be predicted in advance. Just about everyone
everyday is affected by weather, and often make decisions based on what the weather
will be. There is a financial element to this as well, â€¦

Why Is Weather Important? | Reference.com
www.reference.com › â€¦ › Weather & Tides › Weather Forecasts
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The weather of any given region is important because it has a considerable impact on the
water, sunlight and temperature of an ecosystem, according to the University of Illinois.
These factors play a serious role by influencing the types of plant and animal wildlife that
can survive in the area.

The Importance of Studying Meteorology - Wikinut
https://guides.wikinut.com/The-Importance-of-Studying-Meteorology/...
Meteorology is the study of the weather, which is the climate that surrounds the earth.
Meteorology formerly a subject comparatively overlooked is now receiving that attention
which its importance deserves.

Weather and climate
www.arso.gov.si/en/Weather
Weather and climate. The weather is an important part of the natural environment. It
directly or indirectly affects many of our activities. We tend to be acutely aware of the
weather when we are faced with exceptional or dangerous phenomena that could
endanger our property, safety or even lives.

THE IMPORTANCE OF CLIMATE AND WEATHER â€¦
www.lincoln.ac.nz/PageFiles/6750/WeatherLitReview.pdf
Climate and weather are important factors in touristsâ€™ decision making and also
influence the successful operation of tourism businesses. More specifically, climate is
defined as the prevailing condition observed as a long term average in a location. In
contrast, weather is the manifestation of climate at a specific point in time and place.

Meteorology - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meteorology
Global scale meteorology is the study of weather patterns related to the transport of heat
from the tropics to the poles. Very large scale oscillations are of importance at this scale.

History · Meteorologists · Equipment · Spatial scales · Some meteorological ...

Climatology Importance | Journal Of Climatology And ...
https://www.omicsonline.org/climatology-importance.php
Climatology is important since it helps determine future climate expectations. Through
the use of latitude, one can determine the likelihood of snow and ha..

Why weather forecasting important - Answers.com
www.answers.com › â€¦ › Atmospheric Sciences › Meteorology and Weather
In The Online World It Says That, Weather forecasting is importantfor a number of
reasons. The first, main reason is that it saveslives.

Atmospheric Scientists, Including Meteorologists ...
https://www.bls.gov/ooh/life-physical-and-social-science/...
Atmospheric scientists study the weather and climate, ... Employment of atmospheric
scientists, including meteorologists, ... Important Qualities.

Why is it important to learn about the seasons? -
LeapFrog
www.leapfrog.com › Learning Path › Discussions
Learning about the seasons helps children understand the passage of time, and teaches
them about change. While some seasonal changes are more obvious (like changes in the
weather), there are many important subtle differences related to each season like
changes in the type of food that is available.

Meteorology | Scholastic
https://www.scholastic.com/.../articles/teaching-content/meteorology
Meteorology is the study of the Earth's atmosphere and the variations in temperature and
moisture patterns that produce different weather conditions.
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